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Scouting and Managing Moss 
 
Why do I have moss in my turf? 
 
Mosses are indicators of low soil fertility, high soil acidity, or of scalping or drainage problems.  
 
Mosses are also associated with potassium deficiency in soil, high calcium to magnesium ratio, 
and heavy soil. 
 
What can I use for moss reduction? 
 
Moss is less competitive in turf that is fertilized with 0.25-0.5 lbs n/1000 square feet foliar 
ammonium sulfate plus 2 ounces ferrous sulfate/1000 square feet, applied on a biweekly 
schedule during periods of active moss growth spring and fall.  This will acidify the soil so be 
careful. 
 
Switch to alternative N sources once temp starts to rise 
 
What is the moss lifecycle? 
 
The moss lifecycle normally starts with fall rains and peaks in early spring; Moss starts its 
growth much earlier than grass. 
 
Because grasses grow poorly in winter, moss invades and out competes grass at this point. 
 
Encroachment of moss is associated with thin turf, low fertility, high acidity, shade, wet soils, 
turf injury from disease, insects, chemicals or cultural practices.   
 
To reduce moss encroachment, make sure you soil is at 6-6.5 to make sure grass is at peak ability 
to absorb nutrients. 
 
Can I remove moss by dethatching? 
 
You can remove moss by dethtaching mid-March through April but also brings up crabgrass and 
annual blue grass seed to the surface so you exchange one ill for another. 
 
 
Can dethatching actually increase moss? 
 
YES!  Severe dethatching in FALL may also cause moss to encroach because turf is thin when 
moss is coming on strong. 
 



Can I kill moss with soaps labeled for moss control?  
 
Yes.  Cryptocidal soaps also available which act as contact killers and tend to bleach moss to a 
whitish yellow color in contrast to moss treated with iron which turns a dark brown color. 
 
Fatty acid soaps: use 0.63 gall of product per 1000 square feet applied in a minimum of 6 gallons 
of spray/1000 square feet optimum for max moss control without turf injury.  Two applications 
of soap applied 2 weeks apart generally achieve a high level of control. 
 
Excessive damage may occur to turf when soap applications are followed by a frost.  If the turf 
looks scorched after soap application, rinse turf plots within an hour of soap application to 
minimize scorching. 
 
Will hydrated lime reduce moss? 
 
Hydrated lime applied in late March at 5 lbs/1000 square feet will burn back moss during this 
period. 
 
How much does nitrogen fertility REALLY influence moss? 
 
Bottom line: if you have moss, your turf nitrogen uptake may be inadequate.  You may need to 
increase nitrogen rates at least temporarily over two growing seasons.  More likely, if you have 
acid soils, this will both encourage moss and inhibit fertilizer uptake so FIX pH first and then 
turf will have increased ability for grass to take up nitrogen without increasing fertilizer 
applications. 
 
 


